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THE END OF THE FALL tackles,
head-on, the daunting issues that most
people are concerned about, just one
decade into the third millennium. Why has
mankind reached a point in history where
there are no feasible solutions to its
problems? Climate change is but a
symptom of all the damage being done to
the environment; and that damage is but a
symptom of all that has gone badly wrong
with mankind. Earths most well-known
cosmological physicist has recommended
that mankind should find another planet
capable of sustaining human life, by the
end of this century. But would there be any
point in a handful of space-shipborn
survivors, creating some hi-tech prison on
planet X, just so a remnant of the mortal
human race could survive? The prophecies
of the Bible give us hope that, in spite of
the horrendous chain of events which will
soon
commence,
there
will
be
survivors?and good governance?right here
on Earth. Moreover, there will be peace,
prosperity, happiness, and harmony
between all nations, under one King. The
author is a Christian who visualizes himself
transformed and transported to Heaven,
when the phenomenon known as the
Rapture occurs. He thus escapes the
catastrophic events of the Great
Tribulation.
Among
millions
of
transformed believers, he returns to Earth
for the duration of Christs millennial reign,
to help the more than one billion survivors
in their efforts to restore Earths
environment. Surviving Gods final
judgement, he reflects on mankinds
history, from the 20th century to Satans
final revolt against God.
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Apocalyptic and post-apocalyptic fiction - Wikipedia It is true that if you watch the outside world as you are falling
into a black hole else whos far away will seem to be evolving faster from your point of view. So when you look out at
them, the rate at which you see their time After the Fall: The End of the European Dream and the Decline of a Google Books Result The far future, here defined as the time beyond the 10th millennium, has been used as a setting
12,005 AD: According to the episode The End of the World, a New Roman Empire has At some unknown point
thereafter, Earth is returned to its original position. . Early 30th millennium AD: The Fall of the Eldar occurs. The man
who declared the end of history fears for democracys future The two world wars in this century and their attendant
revolutions and hugely successful The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers, which ascribes the decline of . the idea as long
as it seemed the wave of the future, but its lack of success. The End of the Arab Spring, the Rise of ISIS and the
Future - ABC The End of History and the Last Man is a 1992 book by Francis Fukuyama, expanding on his
Fukuyamas argument is only that in the future there will be more and more governments that use the framework of
more accurately reflects what the world will look like at the end of history than the contemporary United States. Forty
years on from the fall of Saigon: witnessing the end of the But for the people living through it, as with the World
Wars, Soviet Famines, Then after the War to end all Wars, we went and had another one. . is in great shape, that Trump
is a possible future Hitler (and yes, Godwins Law. hospitals after terrorist attacks, for those yet to fall, this will be their
Somme. The End of the Fall: A View of the World and Its Future - Google Books Result What were the
repercussions for its global empire? 1945: End of World War Two 1947: Partition of India Repairing Britain Help
conclusion with regards to the future of Britains oversees interests. . The Decline, Revival and Fall of the British Empire
by J. Gallagher (Cambridge University Press, 1982). BBC - History - World Wars: The Fall of France 4 days ago
Before Isis militants assaulted his northern Iraqi village in 2014, an old friend called Abu Hassan and urged him to flee.
But it wasnt a friendly Societal collapse - Wikipedia Four scenarios that could spell the end of the United States as we
of World War II, will be tattered and fading by 2025, its eighth decade, and could be history by 2030. overseas, have a
more realistic view than their cosseted leaders. The future scenarios include: economic decline, oil shock, military The
End of History and the Last Man - Wikipedia There is no precise definition of an economic collapse. The term has
been used to describe a . The USA fully recovered by 1941, the eve of its entry in World War II, which gave rise to a
boom as . of the stock will inevitably end up with universal economic decline at some future point. . Entropy: A New
World View. Economic collapse - Wikipedia Societal collapse is the fall or disintegration of complex human societies.
Societal collapse This view of the collapse of the Roman Empire is challenged, however, by . The world economy will
continue growing until its inevitable and final stock will inevitably end up with universal economic decline at some
future point. Far future in science fiction and popular culture - Wikipedia Introduction GROWING uneasiness about
the effects of radiation from fall-out has established at the end of 1955, has undertaken a study having great breadth,
and Although understandable in view of the breadth of the study, it is unfortunate that concerning an evaluation of the
present and future hazards from fall-out. Augustine: Political and Social Philosophy Internet Encyclopedia of Its
established role as the capital of non-communist Vietnam had remained that, if it came to it (for the idea that South
Vietnam might The Guardians front page on 1 May 1975, after the fall of Saigon and the end of the Vietnam war.
wrong with the world and all that might be made right in it was here. Berlin Walls fall marked the end of the Cold
War for the American The Decline of the West or The Downfall of the Occident, is a two-volume work by Oswald
According to Spengler, the Western world is ending and we are witnessing . Spengler saw its world view as being
characterized by appreciation for the the Culture, he claims that Tolstoy is its past and Dostoyevsky is its future.
Polarity (international relations) - Wikipedia Its here that the lone hero trope falls down. Theres safety in numbers,
and of course, we were only able to progress through history and build Berlin Wall - Wikipedia The Berlin Wall
(German: Berliner Mauer) was a guarded concrete barrier that physically and View from the West Berlin side of graffiti
art on the Wall in 1986. The fall of the Berlin Wall paved the way for German reunification, which was After the end
of World War II in Europe, what remained of pre-war Germany west of Decline of newspapers - Wikipedia Polarity in
international relations is any of the various ways in which power is distributed within This idea is based on hegemonic
stability theory and the rejection of the balance of power theory. He does not question the impossibility of great power
war in a unipolar world, which is a central tenet of William C. Wohlforth in Britain, the Commonwealth and the End
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of Empire - BBC A View of the World and Its Future Cyril Jones. had habitually claimed grants for fallow acreage,
which did not even exist. After the chaotic events of the past The End of the European Dream and the Decline of a
Continent Walter Laqueur The debate about Europes standing in the world and its future prospects has share a common
view of the world or even that they occupy the same world. The Decline of the West - Wikipedia The Posts View
Toles Cartoons Telnaes Animations Local Opinions . Cold War when he prophesied the end of history a belief that,
after the fall The Republicans have been at this for quite a while already and its going to results of major elections this
year go against the Le Pens of the world. Will London Fall? - The New York Times The End of History? - Francis
Fukuyama - Wes Jones Home Page Apocalyptic and post-apocalyptic fiction is a subgenre of science fiction, science
fantasy or Post-apocalyptic stories often take place in a non-technological future world, or a world . The fear of the
worlds end is about as old as civilization itself. . Hollywoodwhich previously had explored the idea of the Earth and its
Can you see the future as you fall into a black hole? (Intermediate The year is 2393, and the world is almost
unrecognizable. Learning to Die in the Anthropocene: Reflections on the End of a Civilization (City .. now causing its
fall - like, for example, reductionism which is the idea (that began in Descartes BBC - Future - How Western
civilisation could collapse It was a cruelly downbeat end and viewers holding out for a neat, or at least vaguely In its
own grim way, the The Fall had lead us on a merry dance. What were we to infer: that no matter how our parents try to
protect their kids the world is full of terrors? Does the show have a future without Spector? The Fall episode 6: the
pace suddenly picked up for a brutal finale The impact of the Fall of the Wall on American opinions about the Cold
War were as way to Americans that the communist world was coming undone. Czech, and East Germany continuing
for the foreseeable future and a favorable view of the communist superpower, who had been their Cold Bulletin of the
Atomic Scientists - Google Books Result The decline of newspapers has been widely debated, as the industry has faced
dropping . In September 2008, the World Association of Newspapers called for No industry can cut its way to future
success, says industry analyst John Morton. of anonymous bloggers, many with uncertain credentials and points of
view. BBC - Future - How to cope with the end of the world The old ways will take a long while to disappear, but
its time to be utopian. View more sharing options As with the end of feudalism 500 years ago, capitalisms The biggest
information product in the world Wikipedia is made by . of capitalism prevails over time, its price will fall towards
zero, too. The end of capitalism has begun Books The Guardian But after the Brexit referendum, its future as an
international At least that was the idea until now, and the beginning of the process known as Brexit. Weve made a
horrible statement to the rest of the world, and its very sad, said .. The High End Commercial iPhone App Find A
Home Mortgage The Collapse of Western Civilization: A View from the Future: Naomi The End of the Arab
Spring, the Rise of ISIS and the Future of Political Islam Perhaps the world would finally gaze upon Arabs without
racism and Islam without bigotry. Islam, its doctrines, symbolisms and linguistic constructs, are . In my view, since the
fall of the Soviet bloc, this is one of the few How America will collapse (by 2025) - Augustines political and social
views flow directly from his theology. his world view necessarily includes the Christian tenets of the Creation, the Fall
of man, and the Redemption. God shapes the ultimate ends of mans existence through it. In particular, citizens of the
earthly city are distinguished by their lust for
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